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1) A CIVIL MAGISTRATE [L'ESTRANGE, Hamon]. A Legacy to the
World: or, essays to promote Practical Christianity.
London. Printed by J. and W. Oliver for the Author, 1762. First edition.
8vo. ix, [2], 12-72pp. Disbound. Occasional dust-soiling to margins.
A rare survival of the first edition of legal and religious writer Hamon
L'Estrange's (bap. 1674, d. 1767) attempt to promote practical Christianity. The
second edition contained a pamphlet titled 'Justification by faith alone' by John
Berridge (1767).
ESTC records a single copy in the British Isles (BL), and two further copies in
North America (New York Historical Society and The Moravian Archives).
ESTC T209982.
£ 150

2) A LAY-MEMBER OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Observations
upon the case of the protestant dissenters.
London. Printed for J. Debrett, 1787. First edition.
8vo. 16pp. Stitched, as issued. Title page and final page browned and dust-soiled,
some chipping to margins.
A short examination of the claims advanced by nonconformists against the Test
Acts. The author, who styles himself A Lay-Member of the Church of England,
candidly dispels the pleas of those Protestant Dissenters who reasoned that the
Acts when passed applied to Roman Catholics only, reiterating the importance of
barring recusants from holding positions of political power.
ESTC T148367.
£ 150

3) A WELL-WISHER TO ALL MANKIND. Remarks on "A Letter to a BaptistMinister, containing Some Strictures on his late Conduct in the Baptization of certain Adults,
at Sh--s--y, &c.".
Shrewsbury. Printed for the Author, [s.d., 1776?] First edition.
8vo. 40pp. With a half-title. Disbound. Stab-stitch holes to gutter, half-title working-loose,
very short tear to margin of leaf C2.
An anonymous reply to Shrewsbury vicar Richard De Courcy's (1743-1803) A Letter to a
Baptist-Minister (Shrewsbury, 1766), a controversial pamphlet addressed to Baptist minister
Samuel Medley (1738-1799) condemning the baptism of adults by immersion. The present
response, an attempt at mediation between the two clergymen, was one of several
publications to appear on the periphery of the brief pamphlet war waged between the
principle disputants.
ESTC records copies at only two locations (Oxford and Colgate-Rochester Divinity School).
ESTC N47890.
£ 150

MILITARY SERMONS DELIVERED AT BLANDFORD CAMP
4) AGAR, William. Military devotion: or, the Soldier's Duty to god, His prince and his
country. Containing Fourteen sermons Preached at the Camps near Blandford and Dorchester,
A. D. 1756 and 1757...
London. Printed for the Author, And Sold by P. Brindley et al., [1758]. First edition.
8vo. [10], 291pp, [6], xxxii. Contemporary speckled calf, ruled in gilt. Extremities rubbed, without
lettering-piece, joints split, upper board held by cords only, loss to head of spine. Contemporary
and later bookplates/labels to FEP, very occasional light spotting.
The first edition of Church of England clergyman, and sometime chaplain to the 20th Regiment
of Foot, William Agar's (1709/10-1776) fourteen sermons delivered at military camps near
Blandford and Dorchester in 1756 and 1757.
ESTC records copies at seven locations in the British Isles (Armagh, BL, Innerpeffray, Lambeth,
NLS, Oxford, and St. Andrews), and one further in North America (Royal Military College).
ESTC T87548.
£ 250

5) [ALBERONI, Giulio]. The Political Testament of cardinal julius alberoni. Exhibiting
A General View of the Politics and Interests of the several Courts of Europe. Extracted from
different Memoirs, Letters, and other Papers of his eminence. To which is prefixed A Short
Account of the cardinal's life. Translated from the Italian.
London. Printed for J. Nourse, 1753. First edition in English.
8vo. xxxii, 343pp, [1]. Contemporary speckled calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece,
gilt. Lightly rubbed, slight loss to head of spine. Recent bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst to
FEP, contemporary inked ownership inscription to title-page; 'Ex Dono Ja Goodlast
Campbele Jany. 18, 1754', else internally clean and crisp.
The first edition in English of the political memoirs of Cardinal Giulio Alberoni (16641752), apparently extracted chiefly from letters written since 1745, predominantly concerning
his experiences of the machinations of the Spanish court. The genuineness of this compilation
has been questioned by numerous sources, suggesting that the work is likely spurious. The
Italian original is unidentified, Nourse probably had this from the French edition published at
Lausanne in the same year.
ESTC records copies at seven locations in the British Isles (Liverpool, NLI, NLS, Private
Collection, Senate House, Trinity College, and V&A); and a further nine in North America.
ESTC T206385.
£ 450

6) [ALMON, John]. A letter to j. kidgell, containing A full
Answer to his Narrative.
London. Printed for J. Williams, 1763. Second edition.
Quarto. [2], 5-21pp, [1]. A reissue of the first edition with the title
page partially reset. Disbound Lightly browned.
A damning critique by bookseller and political journalist John
Almon (1737-1805) of John Kidgell's (bap. 1722, d. c.1780)
notorious A genuine and succinct narrative of a scandalous, obscene, and
exceedingly profane libel, entitled 'An essay on woman', etc. (London,
1763); written in an attempt to justify the publication of John
Wilkes' (1725-1797) Essay on Woman, an erotic poem parodying
Pope's An Essay on Man. As a result of Kidgell's actions the poem
was read before the House of Lords and declared obscene and
blasphemous. Wilkes fled to Paris, but was tried and found guilty
in absentia.
All editions are scarce, with this second being no exception; ESTC
records copies at a single location in the British Isles (BL), and a
further four locations in North America (Brown, California,
Huntington, and Minnesota).
ESTC T38144.
£ 150

7) AN IMPARTIAL HAND [RAWLINSON, Richard]. The conduct Of the
Reverend Dr. White Kennet, Dean of Peterborough. From the Year 1681, to the Present
Time. Being a supplement To his Three letters To the Bishop of Carlisle Upon the Subject
of Bishop Merks.
London. Printed and Sold by Charles King, 1717. First edition.
8vo. [4], 28pp. With a half-title. Disbound. Lightly spotted.
The sole edition of a panegyric, commonly attributed to Bishop of the nonjuring Church of
England Richard Rawlinson (1690-1755), on the character of clergyman White Kennett
(1660-1728). An effusive introduction is followed, as 'Specimens of this Gentleman's
untainted Loyalty', by Kennett's preface to his translation of Pliny (a fawning paean to the
monarchy), and a ballad ('now very Scarce having been destroyed by the Author's admirers,
that it might never rise in judgment against him') on the dissolution of parliament by Charles
II in 1681.
ESTC T132815.
£ 150

8) [ASSEMBLY OF THE FRENCH CLERGY]. Actes de l'assemblee
generale du clerge de france sur la religion, Extraits du Proces-Verbal de ladite
Assemblee, tenue a Paris, par permission du Roi, au Couvent des GrandsAugustins, en 1765.
A Paris. De l'Imprimerie de Guilleaume Desprez, 1765.
8vo. 92pp. Uncut, stitched, as issued. Edges a trifle dusty, else clean and crisp.
A printing of extracts from the minutes of the Assembly of the French clergy in
1765, a meeting most notable for reiterating the episcopacy's defence of its
exemption from taxation; a statement that, from a Jansenist perspective,
amounted to a revocation of the Declaration of 1682 which had codified the
principles of Gallicanism. The tensions bolstered by this corruption of Gallicanist
fundamentals, together with increased opposition to monarchical absolutism,
would pave the road to the Revolution - an ultimately the nationalisation of all
ecclesiastical property.
£ 150

9) [ATHANASIAN CREED]. A letter to the Mayor and Corporation of
deale, in kent, In Relation to their Opinion upon the trinity.
London. Printed for J. Shuckburgh, 1752. First edition.
8vo. [2], 33pp, [1]. Disbound. Title page working-loose, else a crisp copy.
An anonymous letter on the controversy between the corporation and Church of
England clergyman Nicholas Carter (d. 1774), minister at the chapel of ease in
Deal. Carter published several controversial tracts on the Trinity and was
ultimately suspended for omitting to preach the Athanasian Creed.
ESTC records copies at five locations in the British Isles (BL, Cambridge,
Congregational Library, Durham, and Manchester), and one further in North
America (Trinity College Connecticut).
ESTC T135195.
£ 150

10) BACKHOUSE, William. The History of the Man of God,
who was sent from Judah to Bethel; a Caution against Religious
Delusion. A sermon preached at the visitation of the archdeacon
of ely, in The Church of St. Michael, Cambridge, on Thursday,
May 19. 1763.
Cambridge. Printed By J. Bentham, Printer to the University; For T. & J.
Merrill, 1763. First edition.
Quarto. [4], 19pp, [1]. With a final page of publisher's
advertisements. Stitched, as issued. Some slight chipping to
margins, overall clean and crisp.
The first edition of Church of England clergyman William
Backhouse's (d. 1789) first published work, a visitation sermon
on Kings 1st XIII, 1 delivered at Cambridge before the
Archdeacon of Ely, Charles Plumptre.
ESTC records copies at only five locations in the British Isles
(Cambridge, Dr. Williams's, Lambeth, Oxford, and Senate
House), and one further copy in North America (Missouri).
ESTC T143650.
£ 125

TRANSLATING BARBEYRAC ON MORAL OBLIGATION
11) BARBEYRAC, Jean. The spirit of the ecclesiasticks Of all Sects and Ages,
As to the Doctrines of Morality, and more particularly the Spirit of the Ancient
Fathers of the Church, examin'd By Mons. Barbeyrac...
London. Printed for J. Peele, 1722. First edition.
8vo. [8], 72pp. Disbound, all edges red. Title page spotted.
The sole edition of a translation by Thomas Gordon (d. 1750) of paragraphs six
to eleven of Jean Barbeyrac's (1674-1744) preface to his French edition of
Freiherr Samuel von Pufendorf's (1632-1694) magnum opus De jure naturae et
gentium (1672), a fundamental work on natural law. Barbeyrac proposes a theory of
moral obligation that refers directly to the command or will of God.
ESTC T87662.
£ 325

ALDERMAN BECKFORD IN MARBLE
12) [BECKFORD, Alderman William]. Brief memoirs of the judges whose portraits are
preserved in guildhall. To which are prefixed, engravings of the marble sculptures, representing the
earl of chatham and william beckford, Esq.
[London]. Sold by John Pridden...and Joseph White, 1791. First edition.
8vo. [6], 9-50pp. Title-page a cancel. With three engraved plates, extra-illustrated with an additional
engraved portrait depicting Sir Christopher Turnor and a single leaf, with text to both sides (from
another, unidentified volume) regarding his life bound in following leaf C4. Contemporary calfbacked vellum-tipped marbled boards, gilt. Extremities rubbed, some loss to spine, else fine.
Presentation copy, inked inscription to recto of FFEP; 'For Mr. Wolley / from the Author. / Mr.
(Blore?) is making a collection / of the portraits of Judges: but / for what purpose Mr. (Turner?) / is
ignorant'. From the recently dispersed Edge Hall library.
A fine presentation copy of a rare compilation of the lives of the political and judicial figures
honoured with permanent representations, in marble sculpture (in the case of Alderman
Beckford and the Earl of Chatham, both of which are elegantly engraved within) and oil
painting, at the City of London's Guildhall.
The anonymous - but presumably antiquarian - editor confesses in his prefaced 'advertisement' that
the work is extended from various biographical accounts in 'the Gentleman's Magazine' by reference
to 'all information, both printed and manuscript, that lay within his knowledge' for the purpose of
placing 'due value on honors conferred by the Metropolis of a great commercial Country'.
Another edition, with a different imprint, appeared the same year (ESTC T76864); both are very rare,
with ESTC recording copies at a single location in the British Isles (BL), and none elsewhere.
ESTC T76863.
£ 3,000

COMPLIMENTED BY WESLEY
13) [BERRIDGE, John]. Chearful piety, or, religion without gloom:
exemplified in select letters on the most important truths of christianity...To which
are added occasional notes.
London. Printed for J. S. Jordan, 1792. First edition.
12mo. 48pp. Disbound. Lightly spotted, short tear to foot of leaf A2.
A remarkably rare survival of the first edition of Church of England clergyman
John Berridge's (1717-1793) five letters on 'the most important and interesting
truths of Christianity', presented by the author 'in a lively and entertaining manner,
and in a stile peculiarly adapted to engage the attention and promote serious
chearfulness...earnestly recommended to the perusal of young Christians'. Berridge
was one of the more notable leaders of the evangelical revival; his humour and
homely language appealed to both his congregation and readership alike. In 1759
John Wesley wrote that he was 'one of the most simple as well as one of the most
sensible men'.
ESTC records a single copy in the British Isles (BL), and none elsewhere.
ESTC T103083.
£ 200

NEWCASTLE PRINTING
14) [BROWN, John]. A letter to the Rev. Dr. lowth, Occasioned by his late letter To the
Right Rev. author of The Divine Legation of Moses.
Newcastle Upon Tyne. Printed by J. White and T. Saint, For L. Davis and C. Reymers, 1766. Second
edition.
8vo. 44pp. Uncut, stitched, as issued, in original publisher's powder blue wrappers. Loss to
lower cover and spine. Internally clean and crisp.
The second edition, printed in the same year as the first, of John Brown's (1715-1766) denial
of imputations levelled against him in regard to his connection with William Warburton (16981779). Brown was first brought to the attention of Warburton with the publication of his An
Essay on Satire Occasion'd by the Death of Mr Pope (1745), and swiftly entered into his influential
circle. Their relationship, at first convivial, deteriorated following a series of disputes and the
pair cut ties. Thereafter Brown took every opportunity to distance himself from the clergyman
and the accusations that he was nothing more than his 'obsequious deputy'.
ESTC T130525.
£ 150

BURKE RESPONDING TO PRIESTLEY, IN FRENCH
15) BURKE, Edmund. Nouvelles reflexions sur la revolution de france Par Mr. edmund
burke, traduites de l'anglois, et contenues dans deux lettres, l'une adressee a un membre de
l'Assembles nationale, et l'autre, a Mgr. l'Archeveque d'Aix.
A Paris. [s.n.], 1791.
8vo. xxiv, 93pp, [1]. Disbound. With a half-title. Very occasional chipping to margins, inkstamps of the Mercantile Library, Philadelphia to head of title page and p.73.
A French translation of two letters by Irish born politician and philosopher Edmund Burke
(1729/30-1797) to a member of the National Assembly, predominantly relating to Joseph
Priestley's (1733-1804) critical response to his Reflections on the Revolution in France (London,
1790). The Reflections became the definitive polemical defence of the eighteenth-century
British polity against revolutionary politics. It found an immediately receptive conservative
audience at home and abroad, and was reissued many times before the end of the eighteenthcentury, by which time developments in France had made Burke’s work seem remarkably
prophetical.
£ 250

16) BYSSHE, Edward. The art of English poetry. Containing, I. Rules for
making Verses. II. A Collection of the most Natural, Agreeable and Sublime
Thoughts, viz. Allusions, Similes, Descriptions and Characters of Persons and
Things that are to be found in the best English Poets. III. A Dictionary of
Rhymes.
London. Printed for A. Bettesworth, J. Osborn, etc, 1725. Seventh edition, corrected and
enlarged.
12mo. Two volumes. [8], 40, 280; 288, x, 38pp. Contemporary English
panelled calf, with volume numerals lettered in gilt directly to spine, paper title
labels in the compartment beneath. A trifle rubbed, bumping to corners with a
little leather loss, some loss to head of spine and short cracks to joints of Vol
I. Early inked numeral to FFEP, Vol I.
First published 1702 and frequently reprinted during the first half of the
eighteenth-century, the second part of this work was criticized for its
reduction of poetry to mechanical quotations based on themes. The rhyming
dictionary - presented as part three - however, was the first serious attempt at
such a compilation. Hogarth satirized its use in his 'The Distrest Poet' (1736),
but in reality copies were found in the libraries of Johnson, Goldsmith, Blake,
and evidently continued to be consulted by later poets.
ESTC T89131.
£ 175

NORWICH-PRINTED METHODISM
17) CAYLEY, Cornelius. A letter to the Rev. Mr. potter. In Answer to his
sermon preach'd at Reymerston in Norfolk, against the People call'd
methodists.
Norwich. Printed and sold by R. Davy, and at Mr. Gleed's, Bookseller, 1758. First edition.
8vo. 31pp, [1]. With proposals for printing (by subscription) a new edition of
the same author's autobiography The Riches of God's Free Grace, dated Feb.
4, 1758, to verso of final leaf. Uncut, stitched as issued. Slightly dusty, else a
fine copy. With ink inscriptions of both Ben and Thomas Spalding to margins
of the verso of title, and recto of the second leaf.
A rare Norfolk-printed defence of Methodism by Cornelius Cayley, Junior
(1727-1779), Yorkshire-born English Methodist preacher and writer. This, the
author's second published work, was composed in response to the published
attack on Methodism by Robert Potter, Prebendary of Norwich, after he was
informed that he could not preach and maintain his position as clerk at the
Prince of Wales' treasury, where he had worked since the age of 19. Cayley had
moved to Norwich in 1757 to work on his religious autobiography The Riches of
God's Free Grace. The subscription edition of which, advertised to the verso of
the final leaf of this work and 'propos'd to contain about 300 Pages: upon a
good Paper and Letter', seems never to have reached the press.
ESTC locates only four copies in the UK (BL, Cambridge, Lambeth Palace and
Wesley College), and just one further elsewhere (Duke).
ESTC T77748.
£ 350

18) [CENTLIVRE, Susanna]. A wife well manag'd. A farce.
London. Printed and Sold by S. Keimer, 1715. First edition.
12mo. [2], 21pp, [1]. Disbound. Lightly spotted.
A rare survival of the first edition of playwright and actress Susanna Centlivre's (bap.
1667?, d. 1723) one-act farce, which, as with the majority of her theatrical writings, is
concerned with extramarital sexual relations. The play, printed in the same year as her A
Gotham Election (although the latter would not be performed until 1724), lampoons
Catholicism through the farcical activities of a less then pious priest. Centlivre, stung by
the rejection of A Gotham Farce by the Master of Revels, declined to submit A wife well
manag'd for licensing, assuming that given the subject matter it would likely not meet with
approval.
ESTC records copies at only three locations in the British Isles (BL, Cambridge, and
Oxford), and a further three worldwide (Huntington, NLA, and Yale).
ESTC T26874.
£ 375

APPARENTLY UNRECORDED
19) [CHRISTIANITY]. Plain truth confirmed, and the Righteousness of faith
opened; Being an Answer to the Objections of J. M. sent to the Author.
London. [s.n.], 1764. First edition.
8vo. 14pp. Disbound. Title page very nearly detached.
An apparently unrecorded anonymous polemic against the interpretation of
the gospels by early modern theologians. The author takes exception to the
affirmations of the likes of William Twisse and John Goodwin, whom he charges
with neglecting the precise wording of the scriptures in favour of personal ideology,
particularly in regard to 'Papist' beliefs in the purification of baptism.
No concrete indications as to the identity of the 'J. M.' to whose writings the
pamphlet responds are provided in the text; however, a devotional tract issued under
those initials was published at Edinburgh in 1759 entitled Bellarmine's ghost conjured by
the evidence of truth; or, John Goodwin laid in his grave after his resurrection. A dialogue, upon the
active obedience of Christ, between a pretended seceder and a member of the Church of Scotland
(ESTC T204142). The mention of Goodwin both in that title and the present work
goes someway to establishing a tangential connection.

£ 250

KING GEORGE SAVED FROM THE MOB
20) [CHURCH OF ENGLAND]. A form of prayer and thanksgiving
to Almighty God, For His late merciful Preservation of the King's
Majesty from the outrageous and desperate Attempts against his Person...
London. Printed By George Eyre and Andrew Strahan, Printers to the King's Most
Excellent Majesty, 1795.
Quarto. 4pp. Disbound. Lightly spotted.
A liturgy of thanksgiving for the deliverance of King George III to
safety from an attack upon his carriage by a riotous mob in
October 1795, as he made his way to the state opening of
parliament. Britain had been at war with revolutionary France since
1793 and the conflict's unpopularity had grown as the nation was placed
ever more under increasing economic strain, with many parts of the
country experiencing food shortages. The king, as the embodiment of
state, became a prime target for protestors desperate for the war to be
brought to an end.
ESTC records copies at six locations in the British Isles (BL, Cambridge,
Canterbury Cathedral, Lambeth, Oxford, and National Archives), and
only further three in North America (General Theological Seminary,
Harvard, and Huntington).
ESTC T70759.
£ 125

21) [CORNEILLE, Pierre]. Cinna's conspiracy. A tragedy...
London. Printed for Bernard Lintott, 1713. First edition in English.
Quarto. [6],55pp, [5]. Without half-title. With three final pages of publisher's
advertisements. Later green half-calf, marbled boards, lettered in gilt. Extremities worn.
Inked annotations to title page, armorial stamp to verso of title page, foxed.
The first edition in English of French dramatist Pierre Corneille's (1606-1684) tragedy
Cinna (1643), a thinly veiled commentary on the absolute power enjoyed by Louis XIV,
and the third work in what is termed his 'Classical Tetralogy', following Le Cid (1637),
and Horace (1640), and preceding Polyeucte (1643). The prologue to this English edition is
'spoken by Mr. Cibber', that is Colley Cibber (1671-1757), the likely translator.
ESTC T144633.
£ 250

DEFOE'S NOVEL OF A RECANTING JACOBITE MAJOR?
22) [DEFOE, Daniel - sometimes attributed]. RAMKINS, Alexander. The memoirs of Majr.
Alexander Ramkins, a Highland-Officer, Now in Prison at aivgnon. Being An Account of several
remarkable Adventures during about Twenty Eight Years Service in Scotland, Germany, Italy, Flanders
and Ireland; exhibiting a very agreeable and instructive Lesson of Human Life, both in a Publick and
Private Caoacity, in several pleasant Instances of his Amours, Gallantry, Oeconomy, &c.
London. Printed for R. King...and W. Boreham, 1719, [i.e. 1718]. First edition.
12mo. [6], 182pp, [4]. With half-title and two terminal advertisement leaves. Later vellum backed paper
boards. Occasional light marking.
The first edition of a work frequently attributed, although disputed by Furbanks and Owens, to
Daniel Defoe (c.1690-1731). Either way, it would seem to be a work of fiction (the only details of
Alexander Ramkins that we could find are sourced from the work itself), and if indeed composed by
Defoe's, would be his earliest pseudo-autobiographical novel. The narrative follows the exploits, both
military and personal, of a disillusioned Scottish Jacobite army officer, who ran away from Aberdeen
college to join the forces of James II/VII, seeing action in the Williamite War in Ireland (where he was
captured and paroled in Dublin) before serving under the Duke of Luxembourg during the nine years
war. In his later years, the Major comes to understand that Jacobitism was doomed to fail due to reliance
upon the malign influence of the French monarchy. Memoir is turned into publication, according to the
novel's conceit - which attempts to mask obvious pro-Hanoverian propaganda - through the influence
of a relative of the writer, following Ramkins' death, whilst imprisoned for debts accumulated by his
wife, at Avignon shortly before publication.
Outside of the (numerous) copies in the British Isles, ESTC locates only three copies of this first edition
in North America (Boston Athenaeum, Huntington and Newberry).
ESTC T69373. Moore 408.
£ 650

CORPS OF THE ARMED ASSOCIATION
23) DICKINSON, R[obert]. A sermon preached in the parish-church of st. mary, newington, surry, on sunday
the 29th day of july, 1798, before the gentlemen of the committee, and the corps of the armed association, of the
said parish.
London. Printed for and sold by F. and C. Rivington, 1798. First edition.
23pp, [1]. ESTC T208237.
[Bound after:] HORSLEY, Samuel. The Analogy between the Light of inspiration and the Light of learning, as
Qualification for the Ministry. A sermon, preached in the cathedral church of glocester, at a public ordination of
priests and deacons, On sunday, september 9, 1787. Gloucester. Printed by R. Raikes, [1787]. First edition. [4], 24pp.
ESTC T12821.
[Bound before:] JEBB, John. A short account of theological lectures now reading at cambridge: to which is added,
a new harmony of the gospels. Cambridge. Printed by J. Archdeacon, 1772. Second edition. [4], 56pp. ESTC T138694.
Quarto. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards, gilt. Extremities rubbed. Foxed throughout, occasional marginal
soiling, toning to leaves.
A sammelband of three late eighteenth-century devotional works. The first, the sole edition of a sermon upon Peter 2:17 preached before the
Newington branch of the Corps of the Armed Association by their chaplain Richard Dickinson (c.1770-1847); the second an address delivered
at Gloucester by prebendary to the cathedral Samuel Horsley (1733-1806) - the clergyman remembered primarily for his fierce controversy with
Joseph Priestley regarding the doctrine of the Trinity in the early Christian Church; the third a synopsis of the lectures regarding scripture being
provided at Cambridge University by John Jebb (1736-1786) - a gentlemen notable for his ardent attempts to reform said institution.
ESTC locates copies of the first mentioned work at only two locations in the British Isles (BL and Lambeth), and none elsewhere.
£ 300

FIRST ENGLISH L'ENCYCLOPEDIE
24) DIDEROT, Denis. D'ALEMBERT, Denis. Select essays from the encyclopedy,
being the most curious, entertaining, and instructive parts of that very extensive work, written
by Mallet, Diderot, D'Alembert, and Others, the Most Celebrated Writers of the Age.
London. Printed for Samuel Leacroft, 1772. First edition.
8vo. [4], iv, [2], 372pp. With half-title. Nineteenth-century maroon roan, gilt, titled to upper
board. Marbled endpapers, with the later book-label of 'Iain J.A.S. Woolley' to FEP, pencilled
inscription of the same owner to blank fly-leaf. Slightly rubbed, a little chipped to joints at
head of spine. Marginal paper flaw to F1.
Barring the abortive attempt to translate the entire French L'Encyclopedie into
English, only the first fragment of which appeared as The plan of the French
Encyclopaedia (London, 1752), this is the first significant appearance in English of
the ground-breaking reference work of the enlightenment.
Appearing in the same year as the final folio of the French edition, it seems to have been little
noticed on publication. Only The London Magazine appears to have provided a contemporary
review, and it was far from complimentary: 'A collection of letters on various subjects by
some of the most eminent literati that have lately appeared in France....the translation is lame,
the spirit and elegance of the original is totally evaporated'. Included in this selection are seven
essays ascribed to Mallet, three to D'Alembert (including 'Des Cartes' Philosophy'), two to
Diderot (including 'Cards'), 'Conjugal Infidelity' by Toussaint and a further nine pieces (as
varied as the 64pp 'On Libraries', 'On the Canadians' and 'Ante-Diluvian Philosophy') either
unsigned or indicated as collaborations.
ESTC T111521.

£ 750

25) [EYRE, Francis]. A short essay on the christian religion, descriptive of the advantages
which have accrued to society by the establishment of it, as contrasted with the manners and
customs of mankind before that happy period...
London. Printed by J. P. Coghlan, 1795. First edition.
8vo. vii, [1], 140pp. With a half-title. Uncut, stitched as issued in original publisher's blue wrappers.
Title in manuscript to upper cover, wrappers creased, substantial loss to spine panel. Internally
clean and crisp.
The sole edition, in original state, of a scarce essay by Roman Catholic apologist Francis Eyre
(c.1732-1804) critiquing the acts of pre-Christian peoples considered repugnant to contemporary
moral virtue and decency (including gladiatorial combat, inhumanity towards slaves, and
extravagant idolatry). The author proceeds to decry the persecution suffered by Christian martyrs
and more broadly defend the faith from contemporary anti-Christian writing, in particular the
panegyrics of Voltaire, concluding with a celebration of the pious fortitude displayed by the
French clergy victimised during the Revolution.
ESTC records copies at six locations in the British Isles (Aberdeen, BL, Cambridge, Durham,
Society of Jesus, and University College), and a further three worldwide (California, McMaster, and
NLA).
ESTC T134302.
£ 375

26) FENTON, [Elijah]. Mariamne. A tragedy.
London. Printed for J Tonson, 1735.
12mo. 83pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece. Title
page in red and black. Uncut, stitched, as issued in
original publisher's powder blue wrappers. A clean and
crisp copy.
A remarkably well preserved early eighteenth-century
unsophisticated copy of Elijah Fenton's (1683-1730)
most popular and profitable work. Initially rejected by
Colley Cibber, manager of the Drury Lane Theatre, the
tragedy was finally accepted at the Lincoln's Inn Theatre
in 1723. The British Journal noted that on 25th February
there was present 'the greatest Audience ever known at
either Theatre'. The play brought Fenton in excess of
£1000. It was first printed in 1723, with second and third
editions in 1726 and 1729.
ESTC T38976.
£ 125

REIMAGINING MEDIEVAL MURDER
27) [FITCHETT, John]. Bewsey, a poem.
Warrington. Printed by W. Eyres, for J. Johnson, 1796. First edition.
Quato. xi, [1], 32pp. Disbound. With a half-title and a list of subscribers.
Half-title marked and dust-soiled, shaved to head, else clean and crisp.
The sole edition of John Fitchett's (1776-1838) first published work, written
at the age of eighteen; with which he had considerable success. The poem
reimagines a popular Lancashire ballad, the subject of which is the murder of
Sir John Butler of Bewsey Hall, near Warrington in 1463 (no concrete
historical evidence appears to exist that this event ever actually occurred).
Fitchett devoted much of the remainder of his life to his prodigious sixvolume King Alfred, a Poem (Warrington, 1808-34).
ESTC records copies at three locations in the British Isles (BL, Cambridge,
and Oxford), and a further three in North America (California, Illinois, and
Yale).
ESTC T4596. Jackson 206.
£ 350

28) FLETCHER, John. A Rational Vindication of the Catholic Faith: Being the First
Part of a Vindication of Christ's Divinity; Inscribed to the Reverend Dr. Priestley, By J.
Fletcher, Vicar of Madeley, Salop. Left Imperect by the Author, and Now Revised, and
Finished at Mrs. Fletcher's Request, By Joseph Benson..
Hull. Printed By George Prince, in Scale-Lane, and sold at the New Chapel, City-Road, London, [c.1790].
8vo. 223pp, [1]. Uncut, in early roughly-sewn wrappers over original blue-paper wraps. Loss
to over-wraps, some rounding to edges and occasional soiling of text block.
John William Fletcher (bap. 1729, d. 1785), Anglican clergyman and Methodist writer.
Fletcher and his wife, Mary Bosanquet Fletcher, were friends of John and Charles Wesley.
One of the earliest theologians of the Methodist movement, he was chosen by John Wesley to
be successor, had he not predeceased the latter. A Rational Vindication, a defence of
traditional Trinitian orthodoxy, was published posthumously after completion by Joseph
Benson. Imprints exist at both London and Hull; both are rare.
ESTC records only three locations holding this provincial printing in the British Isles
(Birmingham, BL, and Dr. William's Library) and four in North America (Perkins School of
Theology, Texas, Union Theological Seminary and Washington & Lee University).
ESTC T99997.
£ 250

STITCHED CHELTENHAM WATER
29) FOTHERGILL, A[nthony]. A new experimental inquiry into the nature
and qualities of the cheltenham water. To which are now added, observations on
sundry other waters: shewing how their Properties may be ascertained, their
Virtues preserved, their Impurities corrected &c. With an appendix on mephiticalkaline water; a new and approved remedy against the stone and gravel.
Bath. Printed By R. Cruttwell; and sold by W. Taylor et al., 1788. Third edition.
8vo. xv, [1], 122pp, [1]. With half-title. Uncut, stitched as issued. Lightly dustsoiled, creasing to leaves, ink annotations and spotting to half-title and title-page,
occasional marginal chipping.
A revised and extended edition of a study on the chemical composition and
employment of the waters of Cheltenham Spa by Bath based physician Anthony
Fothergill (bap. 1737, d. 1813). First printed in 1783, this third edition is a
reissue of the second, with the half-title edition statement amended and the date
'1788' effaced.
ESTC N41778.
£ 250

30) FRANCKE, August Hermann. Definitio Studii Theologici, una cum
adhortatione Ad capessendam & constanter observandam genuinam illius
methodum...
Londini [i.e. London]. Apud J. Downing, 1708.
8vo. 16pp, [1]. Disbound. Some worming to final (blank) leaf.
A rare survival of the first edition of German Lutheran clergyman August
Hermann Francke's (1663-1727) succinct pamphlet providing instruction in
the proper study of theology.
ESTC records copies at three locations in the British Isles (BL, Oxford, and
Manchester), and a further three worldwide (Huntington, Franckesche
Stiftungen, and Missouri).
ESTC T124640.
£ 125

31) [FREEMASONS]. The free-masons' calendar: or, an almanac, For the Year
of Christ 1775...
London. Printed for the Company of Stationers, 1775.
48pp. Title in red and black. ESTC T59919.
[Bound with:] The Gentleman's Diary, or the Mathematical Repository; An
almanack For the Year of our lord 1775... London. Printed by W. Bowyer and J. Nichols,
For the Company of Stationers, 1775. 48pp. Title in red and black. ESTC T57496.
[And:] [HUTTON, Charles]. The Ladies' Diary: or Woman's almanack, For the
Year of our lord 1775... [London]. Printed for the Company of Stationers, [1775]. 48pp.
Title in red and black. ESTC T58279.
[And:] MOORE, Francis. Vox Stellarum: or, a loyal almanack For the Year of
Human Redemption, MDCCLXXV... London. Printed by W. Bowyer and J. Nichols, For
the Company of Stationers, 1775. [32], 16pp. Title in red and black. ESTC T230782.
[And:] PARTRIDGE, John. Merlinus Liberatus. Being an almanack For the Year
of our Redemption, 1775... London. Printed by M. Harrison, for the Company of Stationers,
[1775]. [48]pp. Title in red and black. ESTC T17071.
[And:] Parker's Ephemeris For the Year of Our lord 1775... London. Printed by J.
Emonson, for the Company of stationers, [1775]. Eighty-sixth impression. [48]pp. Title in red
and black. ESTC T29542.
[And:] [WINSTANLEY, William]. Poor Robin. 1775. An almanack... London. Printed by W. Bowyer and J. Nichols, For the Company of Stationers,
[1775]. One hundred and thirteenth edition. [48]pp. Title in red and black. ESTC T17657.

[And:] SAUNDERS. Richard. The English apollo: or, useful companion: assisting all persons In the
right Understanding the Science of Time, Past, Present, and to Come. Particularly applied to this Present
Year 1775... London. Printed for the Company of Stationers, 1775. [48]pp. Title in red and black. ESTC T17757.
[And:] SEASON, Henry. Speculum Anni: or, season on the seasons, For the Year of our Lord 1775...
London. Printed for the Company of Stationers, [1775]. Forty-second impression. 6pp, [42]. Title in red and black.
ESTC T155375.
[And:] WING, Tycho. Olympia domata; or, an almanack For the year of Our Lord God, 1775... London.
Printed for the Company of Stationers, [1775]. [48]pp. Title in red and black. First two words of title
transliterated from the Greek. ESTC T28622.
[And:] WHITE, Richard. Atlas ouranios, the coelestial atlas; Or, A New ephermis For the Year of our
lord 1775... London. Printed by R. Hett, for the Company of Stationers, [1775]. Twenty-sixth impression. [48]pp.
Title in red and black. First two words of title transliterated from the Greek. ESTC T59979.
8vo. Handsomely bound in contemporary richly gilt-tooled red morocco, contrasting brown and black
morocco lettering-pieces, A.E.G. A trifle rubbed and marked. Marbled endpapers, armorial bookplate of
Augustus Terry Clarke to FEP, closed tear to title of third bound work, occasional spotting.
A beautifully bound sammelband of 11 Stationers Company almanacs, for both ladies and
gentlemen, issued for the year 1795; including a scarce calendar tailored for the use of
Freemasons, containing 'Many useful and curious Particulars relating to Masonry', such as
histories of the rise and progress of Masonry in England, Germany, and Holland, lists of current
Grand Masters and Officers, addresses of lodges both British and foreign, and a record of the
new regulations instituted in the eighteenth-century. The Company of Stationers' custom of binding
annual collections of almanacs finely for presentation to court- and civil-servants endured from the
seventeenth- to nineteenth-century; however, this example is even more elaborate than any we have
previously handled, perhaps suggesting a private commission.
£ 1,250

32) [FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WARS]. Lettres de l'armee en egypte,
gouvernment francois. Interceptees par la corvette de sa majeste britannique, el
vincejo, dans la mediterranee. Publiees par Autorite.
A Londres [i.e. London]. De l'Imprimerie de Baylis, [1800].
8vo. iv, 95p, [1]. Uncut, stitched, as issued. Some spotting/creasing.
An early printing of dispatches recovered in 1799 by the Royal Navy vessel El
Vincejo from a French transport ferrying members of Napoleon's staff from
Egypt, including 76 officers. The 16 letters include dispatches to both Bonaparte
and Kleber (the latter having assumed command following the formers retreat),
on the failing Egyptian campaign and the condition and situation of French
forces.
The text in this edition is the same as in another printed in the same year as the
'Troisieme partie', following on from Correspondance de l'armee francaise en Egypte and
Copies des lettres originales de l'armee du general Bonaparte en Egypte, interceptees par la flotte
sous le commandement de l'amiral Lord Nelson.
ESTC records copies at three locations in the British Isles (BL, NLS, and
Oxford), and a further five worldwide.
ESTC T81637.
£ 150

33) GATES, Samuel. The substance of a sermon, preached on the occasion of
the death of Mr. john hannah, On Sunday, September 28th, 1800, at the methodist
chapel, in the city of lincoln.
Lincoln. Printed and sold by W. Brooke, 1800. First edition.
8vo. 16pp. Disbound. Fore-edge shaved - occasionally clipping characters without
loss of sense, browned and spotted.
A rare survival of a funeral sermon, on Luke, VII, 35, preached by WesleyanMethodist minister Samuel Gates at Lincoln at the turn of the nineteenth-century.
ESTC records a single copy (Wesley College).
ESTC T229591.
£ 150

WITH NOTATION FROM MOZART'S DIE ZAUBERFLOTE
34) [GERMAN MUSEUM]. Number I of the german museum; or, monthly
repository of the literature of germany, the north, and the continent in general,
conducted (with the assistance of several literary friends) by the rev. p. will, minister
of the reformed german church in the savoy.
London. Printed by C. Whittingham...For C. Geisweiler and the Proprietors, [1800]. First
edition.
8vo. 72, 8pp. With a 2pp proposal (in both English and German) to print an edition
of Carite and Polidorus, and an engraved folding plate of musical notation for
Mozart's Die Zauberflote. Uncut, stitched, as issued, in original publisher's printed blue
wrappers. Lightly dust-soiled.
The first number - in original wrappers and featuring a review of Kant's
Anthropologie in Pragmatischer Hinsicht abgefasst (Koningsberg, 1789) - of
the first volume of a short-lived monthly periodical dedicated to making 'the
English reader more intimately acquainted with the literary labours of
Germany', no doubt issued in an attempt to profit from the enthusiasm for German
literature within London at the turn of the nineteenth-century, brought on in part by
the rising popularity of the Gothic novel. Predominantly concerned with critical
surveys of German literary output from 1788 onwards, supplemented by lists of
recent publications, with the occasional forays into more esoteric subjects, the decline
of the publication may have simply been due to changing tastes, and an attendant
drop in subscription, though perhaps it was in in part a victim to the rising influence
and popularity of contemporary periodicals, such as Anti-Jacobin Review, with their
marked anti-German sentiments. The first volume ran to seven numbers, a further
two volumes were published, the final number was issued in June 1801.
Part of ESTC P3399.
£ 150

35) [HANBURY WILLIAMS, Charles, Sir]. A dialogue between G--s E---e
and B--b D---n.
London. Sold by T. Taylor, 1741.
Folio. 8pp. Disbound. A trifle creased. Inked ownership inscription to head of title
page.
A satirical verse dialogue that reveal the shameless political conduct of intriguers
Giles Earle (c.1678-1758) and George Bubb Dodington (1690/91-1762);
attributed by Walpole in his Life to Sir Charles Hanbury Williams (1708-1759).
ESTC N17780.
£ 125

A NEWTONIAN'S NATIVITY
36) [HAYES, Charles]. A Critical Examination of the holy gospels according to St.
Matthew and St. Luke, With Regard to the history of the Birth and Infancy of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
London. Printed for T. Woodward, 1738. First edition.
8vo. xvi, 144pp. With a half-title. Later half-calf, brown buckram boards, contrasting green
morocco lettering-piece. Extremities rubbed. Library withdrawal stamp to FEP, a trifle
spotted and dust-soiled.
The sole edition of a scarce evaluation of the gospels in regards to the Nativity and
the early life of Christ, written, with the aim of ascertaining the true year of the
Saviour's birth, by mathematician Charles Hayes (1678-1760) after having for some
years applied himself to the study of Hebrew. Hayes is primarily remembered for his Treatise
of Fluxions, or, An Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy (London, 1704); the first English work
to explain Newton's method of fluxions - the Newtonian version of the infinitesimal
calculus.
Outside of the UK, ESTC locates only four copies (Boston Athenaeum, Harvard, Missouri
and UCLA).
ESTC T79308.
£ 200

THE RARE SEQUEL
37) HELME, Elizabeth. Instructive rambles extended in london, and the adjacent villages.
Designed to amuse the mind and improve the understanding of youth.
London. Printed by and for Sampson Low....and sold by E. Newbery, 1800. First edition.
12mo. [4], ii, iv, iv, 187, [1]; [4], 194pp. With an engraved frontispiece to each volume. With the
two contents leaves of Vol. II misbound in Vol. I. Contemporary tree-sheep, a trifle rubbed,
with neat expert repairs to joints, corners, and spines at head and foot.
This rare sequel to Elizabeth Helme's popular Instructive rambles follows the same
family Richardson around more London landmarks. Included is a reference to the
Southwark 'Bear-garden', 'a place set apart for the brutal amusement of bear and bullbaiting; a favourite diversion of Henry the Eight, and not discountenanced by his
daughter Elizabeth'. The latter's queenly characteristics, and love of books, are especially
applauded; 'she understood several languages, and her library was well stored with Greek,
Italian, Latin and French books...She wrote a fine hand; and at an auction some few years ago
was sold a beautiful prayer-book, copied by herself in five languages...This curiosity sold for
one hundred and six pounds'.
ESTC locates only three copies in the UK (Bishopgate, BL and Senate House), adding only five
further elsewhere (Florida, McMaster, NSW, Toronto and UCLA).
ESTC T106462.
£ 950

38) [HILL, Richard, Sir]. Five letters to the Reverend Mr. Fletcher, Relative
to his Vindication of the minutes of the Reverend Mr. John Wesley. Intended
chiefly for the comfort or mourning backsligers, and such as may have been
distressed and perplexed by reading Mr. Wesley's Minutes, or the Vindication of
them.
London. Printed for E. and C. Dilly...and sold by J. Eddowes, 1772. Second edition, revised
and much enlarged.
8vo. 52pp. Disbound. A trifle spotted.
A revised and extended edition of religious controversialist Sir Richard Hill's
(1733-1808) criticism of non-conformist divine John Wesley's (1703-1791)
Minutes of several conversations (London, 1749-63); written in response to the
justifications presented in John William Fletcher's (1729-1785) A vindication of
the Rev. Mr. Wesley's last minutes (Bristol, 1771). Hill vigorously participated in the
bitter debates in the Methodist movement between the adherents to Arminian
doctrine, led by Wesley, and those who held the Calvinist convictions that he
championed. Hill delighted on numerous occasions, as here, in listing and
deconstructing the contradictory doctrinal statements made by Wesley, leading
to a protracted pamphlet war being waged between the pair. They would
ultimately reconcile their differences before the close of 1773.
ESTC T64075.
£ 125

HOGARTH'S SATIRE ON THE '45
39) [HOGARTH, William]. [Etched receipt for
subscription to 'a Print Representing a March to
Finchly in the Year 1746'].
[London]. [s.n., c.1750].
Dimensions 290 x 240mm, engraving 231 x 178mm.
Etched subscription receipt; unused. Sometime
mounted at corners, with removal marks to verso,
slightly dusty, else fine.
Hogarth's famous oil painting 'A March to Finchley'
depicted a disorderly gathering of English Guards at
Tottenham Court Turnpike, before their assembly and
direction to march north to defend the capital from
the expected Scottish invaders of the 1745 Jacobite
Rising. In true Hogarthian style, the satirical image
sent up the disorder of those were supposed to be his
Majesty's most reliable corps.
An engraving of it, made by Hogarth's assistant
Sullivan, was published in 1750. This subscription
receipt, featuring a stand of various English and
Scottish arms and musical instruments surrounding a
royal standard with scissors excising the Scottish Lion,
offered the work at 7s 6d, and noted that 'Each Print
will be half a Guinea after the Subscription is over'.
£ 500

MURRAY OF DUNMORE'S STANDING ORDERS
40) [HOUSE OF LORDS - STANDING ORDERS]. Remembrances for order
and decency to be kept in the Upper House of Parliament by the Lords when his
Majesty is not there, leaving the solemnities belonging to his Majesties coming to be
marshalled by those Lords to whom it more properly appertains..
[s.i.]. [s.n., c.1712].
12mo. [37]ff, with several preliminary blanks and a further 14 at end. Contemporary red
panelled morocco, spine richly gilt, with gilt supra-libros of the Order of the Garter.
Marbled endpapers, with the bookplates of 'Murray, Earl of Dunmore' and 'Viscount
Leverhulme of the Western Islands'. Red ruled throughout, first leaf detached, some
damp-staining.
A handsomely-bound manuscript collection of the standing orders of the Upper
House of the British Parliament, the House of Lords, between 1623 and 1712. A
wide-ranging document which formed a guide and rule of conduct for members of the
House of Lords. From the banal, such as an order of February 1703, 'It is this day
ordered, that for the future no Doorkeeper or Doorkeepers attending this House, do
presume to come in or stay within the Doors of this House when Sitting', to significant
constitutional matters of differentiation and privilege, including many orders reinforcing
the higher status of the House of Lords and its right as ultimate Judicature. It is
significant - and entirely understandable - to note that the greatest changes or additions
to these standing orders clearly coincided with the turbulent years of the seventeenthcentury; before the Civil War, after the restoration, and both before and after the
Glorious Revolution.
The early bookplate of the Murrays of Dunmore, combined with the final manuscript
standing order dating to 1712, suggests that this copy was made for John Murray, 2nd
Earl of Dunmore (1685-1752), who was made a Scottish representative peer in 1713.
£ 950

'ARCHITECT TO THE LAW OF SCOTLAND'
41) HUME, David. Commentaries on the law of scotland, respecting the
description and punishment of crimes.
Edinburgh. Printed for Bell & Bradfute...and for E. Balfour, 1797. First edition.
In two volumes. [5], x-lxiii, [1], 489, [1]; [4], 618pp. With half titles. ESTC
T98602.
[Together with:] HUME, David. Commentaries on the law of scotland,
respecting trial for crimes. Edinburgh. Printed for Bell & Bradfute...and for E.
Balfour...by Adam Neill & Co., 1800. First edition. In two volumes. xxvi, [2], 464;
[4], 472pp. With half-titles. Loss to lower margin of leaf Ii4, Vol. I. ESTC
T98601.
Quarto. Uniformly bound in contemporary blind-tooled calf, contrasting red
and green morocco lettering-pieces. Extremities rubbed and lightly marked.
Contemporary ownership inscriptions of 'John Welsh' to recto of all FFEPs,
very occasional ink-spotting to text.
The magnum opus of Scottish jurist and judge David Hume (bap. 1757,
d. 1838). Adapted from his lectures delivered at the University of Edinburgh,
Hume's authoritative work provides the first study of judicial decisions in
Scottish criminal proceedings, highlighting the distinctions between common
law systems in England and Scotland. Appointed Baron of the Scots
Exchequer in 1822, Hume has been credited with laying the foundations for
modern criminal law - indeed Sir Walter Scott referred to him as 'an architect
to the law of Scotland'.
£ 1,250

DEDICATED TO YOUNG SCOTS IN LONDON; APPARENTLY UNRECORDED
42) JERMENT, George. Early piety, illustrated and recommended in several discourses.
London. Printed by H. L. Galabin, 1793. First edition.
8vo. [4], 284pp. Contemporary half-calf, marbled paper boards, gilt. Without lettering-piece,
rubbed, substantial loss to marbled paper of lower board. Small hole to title page - just clipping
text, minute worm-trail to leaves from gatherings H onwards - occasionally touching text without
loss of sense, light damp-staining to final two gatherings, occasional dust-soiling.
The first edition of minister of the Secession Church George Jerment's (1759-1819) six
discourses on Ecclesiasticus 12:1, dedicated to the 'young persons in the Scots congregation,
Bow-Lane, Cheapside: and to those under the tuition of the Union-Society, Tottenham-CourtRoad'. Jerment oversaw the synod's congregation in Great St Thomas Apostle's, Bow Lane,
Cheapside, London from 1784 until his death.
This first edition is apparently unrecorded. ESTC records only a single copy of the 1798
second edition (BL).
Not in ESTC.
£ 500

TRINITY COLLEGE PRIZE BINDING
43) JUVENAL. PERSIUS. Decii junii juvenalis et auli persii flacci satyrae, Ad Optimorum
Exemplarium sidem Recensitae. Accesserunt Variae Lectiones Notabiliores.
Dublinii [i.e. Dublin]. Ex Officina Georgii Grierson, 1728.
12mo. [2], xiv, [6], 120 [i.e. 132]pp. Without the engraved frontispiece. Title-page in red
and black. Attractively bound in contemporary Trinity College, Dublin prize binding of
richly gilt- tooled red morocco, contrasting black morocco lettering-piece, A.E.G. Lightly
rubbed and marked, corners bumped. Marbled endpapers, armorial college presentation
plate to FEP, folded over at edges, inked inscription of 'John Radcliff T: C: D' to recto of
front blank fly-leaf, recently dispersed from Hammersmith Libraries (Samuel Martin
bequest), with neat ink library stamp and manuscript shelf reference to verso of title.
A handsome Irish edition of the verse satires of Roman poets Juvenal and Persius bound
for Trinity College, Dublin.
As with other morocco-bound volumes commissioned for presentation by Trinity
College, this volume displays at least one feature of the ‘Worth Binder’ (RII, p.281,
McDonnell & Healy, Gold-tooled bookbindings commissioned by Trinity College Dublin in the
Eighteenth Century). Given the use of the fourth iteration of the College’s armorial supra
libros (1744), and the understanding that the binding shop that produced work for Sir
Edward Worth ‘underwent a change’ in 1733, we can only assume that the earlier roll was
reused by a fellow Dublin binder. Frustratingly, we could not match the other tools
displayed on this volume with any other named bindery/binder.
ESTC T92132.
£ 950

BANNED BY THE LORD CHAMBERLAIN
44) LEE, Nat[haniel]. Lucius junius brutus; Father of his Country. A tragedy...
London. Printed for J. T. and Sold by R. Wellington, 1708. Second edition.
Quarto. [8], 71pp, [1]. With a catalogue of plays (A2). Later half-vellum, marbled
boards, contrasting black morocco lettering-piece. Extremities lightly rubbed and
discoloured. Foxed.
The second edition of English dramatist, Nathaniel Lee’s (c.1652-1692) most
controversial work, first printed in 1681. A commentary on the politics of the day
disguised as a tragedy set within the Senate of the Roman Republic, Lucius Junius
Brutus debuted at the Duke's Theatre, Dorset Garden to immense success. However,
the establishment took umbrage at the portrayal of the ruling classes and the Lord
Chamberlain banned the work’s appearance after three performances; it was never to
be revived in its original arrangement.
The catalogue of plays ‘to by published by Richard Wellington’ includes an edition of
Vanbrugh's The Provok'd Wife, Marlowe's The Massacre at Paris, and several of
Shakespeare's dramas, including, but not limited to; Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, and The
Tempest.
ESTC T54537.
£ 300

PHILADELPHIA FREWEN'S LOCKE
45) LOCKE, John. Some Familiar Letters between Mr. locke, and Several of his Friends.
London. Printed for A. and J. Churchill, 1708. First edition.
[4], 540pp.
[Bound uniformly with:] [LOCKE, John]. Mr. Locke's Reply To the Right Reverend the Lord
Bishop of Worcester's Answer to his Second Letter... London. Printed by H.C. for A. and J.
Churchill, 1699. First edition. [2], 452pp, [2]. With terminal errata. Marginal loss to X4, some
browning to text.
[And:] [LOCKE, John]. Mr. Locke's Reply To the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of
Worcester's Answer to his Letter, Concerning some passages relating to Mr. Locke's Essay of
humane Understanding: in a late Discourse of his Lordships, in Vindication of the Trinity.
London. Printed by H. Clark for A. and J. Churchill, 1697. First edition. [4], 174pp, [2], 7, [5]. With
half-title and two terminal advertisement leaves.
8vo. Three volumes. Contemporary blind-panelled sprinkled calf, contrasting morocco
lettering-pieces, gilt. Rubbed, especially to spines, with some cracking to joints, with old lot
ticket to spine of Vol I. Early ink-stamps of 'Philadelphia Frewen' to preliminaries of each
volume.
A handsome combination of three separate works, bound uniformly, with identical early female
ownership, and numbered 1-3. Perhaps somewhat counter-intuitively, the works are numbered
anti-chronologically; the posthumous collection of 1708 (editor unsigned but presumably his
nephew and literary executor Peter King) first, followed by two of Locke's replies to two efforts
of Edward Stillingfleet to condemn his theory of knowledge in their late seventeenth-century
pamphlet war relating to the Essay concerning humane understanding (London, 1690).

From the library of Philadelphia Frewen (1750-1846), great-granddaughter of the radical
lawyer, preacher and book-collector Samuel Jeake of Rye (1623-90).
ESTC T117287, Wing L2754, L2753.
£ 1,500

46) LORD BISHOP OF CHICHESTER, John. A charge
delivered to the clergy of the diocese of chichester, at the
primary visitation of the diocese, in the year 1798.
London. Printed for J. Robson, 1799. First edition.
Quarto. [4], 7-47pp, [1]. Without half-title. Disbound. A clean
and crisp copy.
A rare survival of the sole edition of a visitation sermon
preached before the clergy of the diocese of Chichester by
Bishop of the city John Buckner (1734-1824) in his second
year in that position. His charge contains pastoral advice and
admonition relative to the necessary qualifications for, and the
proper discharge of, the peculiar duties the clerical office.
ESTC records copies at two locations in the British Isles (BL
and Oxford), and one further location in North America
(Buffalo and Erie County Public).
ESTC T11781.
£ 75

CELEBRATING GEORGIAN SOCIETY
47) [LYTTELTON, George Lytellton, Baron]. The progress of love. In
Four Eclogues. I. Uncertainty. To Mr. pope. II. Hope. To the Honourable
george doddington, Esq; III. Jealousy. To edw. walpole, Esq; IV. Posession.
To the Right Honourable the Lord Viscount cobham.
London. Printed for L. Gilliver, 1732.
Folio. 24pp. Disbound. Inked annotation to title page, lightly creased and dustsoiled, paper repairs to gutter margins of final two leaves.
An early printing of four pastoral poems by George Lyttelton, Baron
Lytellton (1709-1773) each celebrating an influential member of Georgian
society whose acquaintance benefitted the author, including his friend and
confidant Alexander Pope. Lyttelton circulated the poems first in manuscript,
gathering revisions from his friends, indeed Pope contributed the concluding
couplet of the poem addressed to him. In his Lives of the Poets (1799-81) Samuel
Johnson wrote: 'Lord Lyttelton's poems are the works of a man of literature
and judgement, devoting part of his time to versification. They have nothing to
be despised, and little to be admired. Of his Progress of Love it is sufficient
blame to say that it is pastoral'.
ESTC T44566.
£ 100

48) MALLET, D[avid]. Elvira: a tragedy. Acted at the theatre royal in drury-lane.
London. Printed for A. Millar, 1763. First edition, on fine paper?
8vo. [8], 69pp, [3]. Contemporary gilt-tooled calf, contrasting black calf lettering-piece.
Extremities worn, surface loss to head of upper board and spine, slight splitting to joints.
Marbled endpapers, inked annotation to title page, lightly spotted.
The first edition of poet David Mallet's (1701/2?-1765) tragedy based on Houdar de la
Motte's Inez de Castro. The play opened at Drury Lane on 19th January 1763 and ran for
fourteen performances. An expatriate Scot, Mallet dedicated the work to the controversial
Scottish Prime Minister, the Earl of Bute (who would shortly after resign). David Garrick,
who played the leading role of Alonzo, provided the epilogue. This first London edition was
printed by William Bowyer whose records show an initial printing of 3000 copies, plus 12 finepaper copies; of which this present copy appears to be one, given the thickness of the paper.
ESTC T32629.
£ 125

BOOTY OF WAR
49) [MISSAL]. Missale romanum ex decreto sacrosancti concilii tridentini
restitutum...
Olispone, [i.e. Lisbon]. Typographia regia, et privilegio, 1784.
Folio. [30], 672pp, cxlvi, [10], 58. Several engraved devotional images
within pagination. Contemporary red morocco, richly gilt, marbled
endpapers and gilt gauffered edges, yellow metal clasps. Rubbed, small
incision to lower joint, paper label to upper board. Tears to FFEP,
occasional marginal loss/tearing, some occasional marking.
A handsomely bound Portuguese-printed Roman missal, which, despite
later confusion in an inscription to a blank fly-leaf, earlier manuscript
letters inserted suggest that this was seized from the flagship of the
usurper Dom Miguel, the 80-gun Don Juan, during the 1833 Battle
of Cape St. Vincent, passing through the hands of several clergymen
before being presented to Grayfriar's, Oxford.
£ 1,750

DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF MAN
50) PAINE, Thomas. Letter addressed to the addressers, on the late
proclamation.
London. Printed for H. D. Symonds, 1792.
12mo. 40pp, [2]. Without half-title. With a final leaf of publisher's advertisements.
Uncut, stitched, as issued. Creased and dust-soiled, loss to gutter margin of final
leaf - very nearly detached.
A much-reprinted (and bibliographically difficult) pamphlet, in the original
unsophisticated state, on taxation, human rights and revolution, by political
theorist Thomas Paine (1737-1809). A native of Norfolk, Paine emigrated to the
American colonies where he authored two works which were very influential for
the Revolutionaries. This Letter was published in answer to accusations against the
second parts of his fiery and renowned Rights of Man, in which he suggested,
among other reforms, progressive tax measures to reduce poverty in Britain.
Paine's anti-British stance and ideas can be summarised by the following, from
the 'Letter': 'Two Revolutions have taken place, those of America and France; and
both of them have rejected the unnatural compounded system of the English
government'.
ESTC T5838.
£ 150

51) [PRESS CENSORSHIP]. An attempt towards a coalition of English Protestants,
From the Weakness of the Pretensions of the several parties, for being either Better
Christians, or Better Subjects, upon any Principles wherein they differ. To which is added,
Reasons for Restraining the licentiousness of the Pulpit and Press.
London. Printed, and Sold by J. Roberts, 1715. First edition.
8vo. 40pp. Recent blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Extremities discoloured, a trifle rubbed and
marked. Internally clean and crisp.
The sole edition of an anonymous impassioned admonition, sometimes attributed to Daniel
Defoe (1660?-1731), of the harmful division of the established Church and the Dissenters
that argues for reconciliation between both parties for the betterment of the nation. The
author calls for an end to the 'Political Preaching' of the clergy and for the 'restraint' of the
'licentiousness of the Press' which fuels their statements and heightens religious
estrangement; 'As Political Preaching kindles the Flame, so Political Papers serve to keep the
Fire still burning...When the Parson has done his Argument in the Pulpit, down it is handed
to the Coffee-House, from thence into private Families, and so on, 'till the whole Nation is
inflam'd'. Argumentative Papers, like wild Fire, are apt to take hold on weak Heads, who
generally espouse such Papers as are of their own Party, without hearing what the other Side
has to say.'
ESTC records copies at five locations in the British Isles (BL, Cambridge, NLW, Oxford, and
St. Bride Printing Library), and a further five in North America (Boston, Harvard,
Huntington, McMaster, and Newberry).
ESTC T53001.
£ 500

A PRIMER FOR CHILDREN
52) PRIESTLEY, Joseph. A scripture catechism, consisting of A Series of Questions, with
References to the Scripture instead of Answers.
London. Printed for J. Johnson, 1792. Third edition.
12mo. viii, 43pp, [5]. With five final pages of publisher's advertisements/ Contemporary blindtooled sheep. Extremities worn and marked, surface loss, boards held by cords only.
Contemporary ownership inscriptions to endpapers, very occasional spotting/inked corrections to
text.
Joseph Priestley's primer for children on the fundamentals of Christian religion; consisting
of a various questions persons and events in the Old and New Testaments, the answers to which
may be discovered in the scriptures themselves. First printed in 1772, a further five editions
appeared by 1816.
ESTC T160016.
£ 175

53) [RELIGIOUS LIBERTY]. Harmony without uniformity: being a Philosophical
Defence of Liberty and Charity. Address'd to the Harmonious Tribe of Spiritual PlaceMen.
London. Printed for J. Roberts, 1740. First edition.
8vo. viii, 55 [i.e. 57]pp, [1]. Disbound. Lightly spotted, stab-stitch holes to gutter.
A remarkably rare survival of the sole edition of an anonymous devotional disputation
designed to 'vindicate Mankind in the Right of private Judgement' and promote
religious liberty and charity. The author makes clear the object of his attention in his
prefatory address: 'Men of imposing Spirits, will either force our Compliance or strip
us.-- And we must not pretend to Publick Religion, unless we give up that on which
Religion (and consequently Heaven itself) is founded, Liberty, that good and perfect
gift'.
ESTC locates a single, seemingly defective copy (pagination given as 24pp) at the
Congregational Library. OCLC locates five further complete copies at Boston,
Harvard, London, Rice, and Yale.
ESTC N492400.
£ 250

RIOTOUS DISSENTERS
54) [RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION]. The Triumph of Religious Liberty over the
spirit of persecution: being An Account of the Trials of several Persons, For an
outrageous and unprovoked persecution, At Great Bardfield, in the County of Essex,
before The Honourable Mr. Justice lawrence; At Chelmsford Assizes, in the Month of
May, 1794.
London. [s.n.], 1795. First edition.
8vo. 32pp. Recent blue wrappers. Title page a trifle dusty, top edge occasionally trimmed
close to page number.
The sole edition of an anonymous account of the trials heard at the Chelmsford
assizes of 1794, in particular the case of eighteen dissenters charged with rioting
at the village of Great Bardfield and assaulting the local clergyman.
ESTC T120844.
£ 125

55) ROSCOE, William. The life of lorenzo de' medici, called the
magnificent.
Liverpool. Printed by J. M'Creery, 1795. First edition.
Quarto. In two volumes. [2], xxvi, [2], 320, 136; [2], 312, 48, 111,
[1], 11pp, [1]. With half- titles, an engraved portrait frontispiece to
Vol. I and 14 engraved illustrations in the text. Handsomely
bound in contemporary gilt-ruled straight-grained red morocco,
lettered in gilt, A.E.G. Slightest of rubbing and marking to
extremities. Marbled endpapers, armorial bookplates of 'Thomas
Frederick Bevan' to FEPs, internally clean and crisp, a near fine
copy.
A handsomely bound copy of the first edition of historian,
botanist, art collector, politician and abolitionist William
Roscoe’s (1753-1831) celebrated life of Italian statesman and
arts patron Lorenzo de' Medici. Upon publication the work
found immediate success, establishing its author as a scholar of
international renown, and winning Roscoe the praise of his
contemporaries including man of letters Horace Walpole who
commented; 'Mr. Roscoe is by far the best of our historians, both
for beauty, style and deep reflexions'.
ESTC T143366.
£ 1,000

56) ROUSSEAU, J[ean] J[acques]. Eloisa: Or a series of original letters Collected and
published By j. j. rousseau.
London. Printed for T. Becket and P. A. De Hondt, 1769. Fourth edition.
12mo. In four volumes. Vol. I the fourth edition. With a half-title and an engraved
frontispiece to each volume, and two final publisher's advertisement leaves to Vol. IV.
Contemporary calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-pieces, gilt. Extremities heavily
rubbed. Armoiral bookplates of Thos. James Lord Viscount Bulkeley to all FEPs,
occasional light spotting and creasing.
A translation from the French of Genevan philosopher Jean Jaques Rousseau's (17121788), original Lettres de deux amans habitans d'une petite ville au pied des Alpes (Amsterdam,
1761); an epistolary novel of two lovers in a small Alpine village, sentimental protoRomantic narrative of temptation, sin and redemption interwoven with a deeper
philosophical inquiry into morality and authenticity of action. The work was one of the
most popular of the eighteenth-century, despite having been banned by the Roman
Catholic Church through being placed on the Index Liborum Prohibitorum.
ESTC T60905 and T147289.
£ 250

57) [SARPEDON]. A letter to mr. miles: occasioned by his late scurrilous
attack on mr. burke, Conveyed to the Public through the Medium of A Letter to
Henry Duncombe, Esq. M.P..
London. Printed for the Author, and sold by J. Owen, 1796. First edition.
8vo. [2], 66pp. Disbound. A trifle dust-soiled.
The sole edition of an anonymous pamphlet, signed simply 'Sarpedon', fervently
denouncing the remarks of William Miles (1753/4-1817) in his A Letter to Henry
Duncombe...on the subject of a very extraordinary pamphlet, lately addressed by Mr. Burke, to
a noble lord. (London, 1796); a response to Burke's published defence of his own
character in light of criticism levelled by the Duke of Bedford and the Earl of
Lauderdale.
ESTC records copies in two locations in the British Isles (BL and Oxford), and a
further eight in North America (Boston, Duke, Harvard, Huntington, Missouri,
North Carolina, Saskatchewan, and Yale).
ESTC T102148.
£ 100

58) SAVILE, George, First Marquess of Halifax. A character of king charles the second:
and Political, Moral and Miscellaneous Thoughts and Reflections.
London. Printed for J. and R. Tonson and S. Draper, 1750. First edition.
8vo. [8], 183pp, [1]. Contemporary gilt-ruled calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece.
Rubbed, some loss to head of spine, slight splitting to joints. Armorial bookplate of John
Peyto Verney Ld. Willoughby de Broke to FEP, armorial bookplate of Robert John Verney to
recto of FFEP, FFEP working-loose, manuscript shelf references to head of title page, lightly
spotted.
The first edition, edited by Alexander Pope, of a memoir of Charles II by George Savile,
First Marquess of Halifax (1633-1695), a favourite of the monarch and sometime privy
councillor. The work was compiled from manuscripts in the possession of his granddaughter,
portrait painter and caricaturist Dorothy Boyle, Countess of Burlington and Countess of
Cork (1699-1758).
ESTC T130907.
£ 100

A CIRCULATING LIBRARY OWNER’S GUIDE
59) SHIERCLIFF, E[dward]. The Bristol and Hotwell guide; or, Useful Entertaining Pocket
Companion For all Persons residing at, or resorting to Bristol, the Hotwell, or their Vicinities:
containing An Historical Account of the ancient and present State of that Opulent City: also, Of
the Hotwell from its first Discovery; The Nature, Properties and Effects of its medicinal
water...to which is added A Description of Clifton...
Bristol. Printed by Bulgin and Rosser for E. Shiercliff et al., 1789. First edition.
8vo. [4], 119pp. With an engraved folding frontispiece. Without the plate of the 'Arabis stricta', as
issued (a note in the errata makes clear that it could not be completed in time for publication and
would be sent out to purchasers separately). Contemporary gilt-tooled tree-calf, calf letteringpiece. Extremities lightly rubbed and marked, some loss to lettering-piece. Occasional light
spotting.
The scarce first edition of circulating library owner Edward Shiercliff's (1727-1798) only
published work (excluding library catalogues); a guidebook for residents of, and visitors
to, Bristol and neighbouring districts, including an account of the beneficial medicinal
properties of the springs at Hotwells.
ESTC records copies at four locations in the British Isles (Bristol, Bristol Central Library, BL,
and Wellcome), and a further six in North America (Cornell, LoC, McMaster, New York
Academy of Medicine, Rutgers, and Stanford).
ESTC T86559.
£ 200

SATIRE ON CLARENDON'S PIGSTY
60) [THE SCOTCH HUT]. The scotch hut, a poem,
addressed to euphorbus; or, the earl of the grove.
London. Printed for J. Almon, 1779. First edition.
Quarto. 12pp. Uncut, stitched, as issued. Central horizontal
fold, lightly spotted and dust-soiled.
The sole edition, in original state, of an anonymous verse satire
mocking one of several follies on the Hertfordshire estate of
Thomas Villiers, first Earl of Clarendon (1709-1786); a 'low,
wooden Building, of an oblong Form, covered with thatch'
referred to as the 'Scotch Hut' designed to serve as a pigsty. In
prefatory remarks the author explains that he refers to Thomas
Villiers 'Euphorbus', as 'I should have blushed to call you in
plain English a Swineherd'.
ESTC T47191.
£ 250

61) [THEOBALD, Lewis], [MESTAYER, Henry]. The Perfidious Brother,
a tragedy: As it is Acted at the new theatre in Little lincolns-inn-fields. By Mr.
theobald.
London. Printed and Sold by Jonas Brown, 1715. First edition.
Quarto. [6], 57pp, [1] Without half-title or terminal advertisement leaf. Later
half-vellum, marbled boards, contrasting black morocco lettering-piece.
Extremities lightly rubbed and discoloured. Lightly spotted.
The first edition of the only published work of London-based watchmaker
Henry Mestayer, of whom little is known. The tragedy, produced at John Rich's
theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields in February 1716, resulted in a dispute arising
between Mestayer and literary editor Lewis Theobald (bap. 1688, d. 1744), the
controversy resting on the former providing a preliminary version of the play to
the latter, then later accusing him of plagiarism. Theobald maintained in the
preface to the work that he had 'created [the play] anew: For even where the
Original Matter is continued, I have brought it to Light, and drawn it as from a
Chaos'. Mestayer subsequently published a version of the play (1716) ironically
dedicated to Theobald.
ESTC T67199.
£ 250

PRESENTATION COPY
62) THEOCRITUS. Selecta quaedam theocriti idyllia. Recensiut, variorum notas adjecit suasque animadversiones, partim
latine, partim anglice scriptas, immiscuit, thomas edwards, s.t.p..
Cantabrigiae [i.e. Cambridge]. Typis Academicis Excudebat J. Archdeacon, 1779. First edition.
8vo. [8], 388pp, [4]. With a leaf of errata and a final advertisement leaf. Parallel Latin and Greek texts followed by Latin
and English notes. Handsomely bound in contemporary gilt-tooled red morocco, A.E.G., marbled endpapers.
Extremities a trifle marked and sunned. Recent bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst to FEP, small hole to margin of leaf
X8, light damp-staining to head of text block. Presentation copy, inked inscription to recto of front blank fly-leaf: 'The
Hon. Mr. Conway / From the Author.'
A presentation copy of the sole edition of Church of England Clergyman and schoolmaster Thomas Edwards'
(1729-1785) parallel Latin and Greek text, followed by Latin and English notes, of the works of Greek bucolic
poet Theocritus. This copy was presented by the author to the 'Hon. Mr. Conway', presumably courtier and politician
Francis Seymour-Conway, 1st Marquess of Hertford (1718-1794), Lord Lieutenant of Warwickshire at the time
Edwards was vicar at Nuneaton.
ESTC T138188.
£ 850

VISITING BENSLEY AND LACKINGTON
63) THOMPSON, G. A sentimental tour, collected from a variety of occurrences, from
Newbiggin, near Penrith, Cumberland, to London, By War of Cambridge; And from London,
to Newbiggin, By Way of Oxford, &c.
Penrith. Printed by Anthony Soulby, for the Author, 1798. First Edition.
12mo. xii, 300pp. Uncut in original publisher's two-tone paper boards. Rubbed, with slight
loss, marking and evidence of partially removed paper covering to spine. Occasional marginal
marking, conjugate leaves S3-4 detached.
The first of two works in the style of Sterne - indeed borrowing one of his titles - by
George Thompson, schoolmaster of the Esk Bank Academy. Bibliophilic snippets of
this sentimental journey from Penrith to nearby Newbiggen, via Cambridge, London and
Oxford include 'A short visit to Bensley's printing-office', 'An eulogy on Printing', 'Who says?
- Hang the bookseller' and 'A short visit to Lackington's Rotunda'.
ESTC records copies in nine locations in the British Isles, and 13 elsewhere.
ESTC T97571.
£ 200

WALPOLE AS NORFOLK DUMPLING, PARTLY IN VERSE
64) [WALPOLE, Robert - Attacks]. NO-BODY. The life of a Norfolk
Dumpling, alias a Norfolk --------- : Containing, His Birth, Parentage, and Rise; his
Skill in State-Politicks...To which is added, Some extraordinary Stories, relating to a
certain City, alias a South-Sea Pudding: And, as an Ornament to this Work, is
prefix'd The Norfolk Lanthorn. A New Ballad. To the Tune of, Which no body can
deny...
London. Printed for, and sold by all the Booksellers and Pamphletsellers in City, Town, and
Country, [s.d., c.1728-32]. First edition.
8vo. [8], 40pp. Disbound, with evidence of original stab-holes. Slight marginal loss,
occasional light soiling. Ink note to head of title.
A (wafer) thinly veiled anonymous attack, partly in verse, on Robert
Walpole's (1676-1745) character and ministry, which, referencing The
Craftsman (of June 25, 1728) and corruption behind the South Sea Bubble but not the introduction of excise taxes - appears to have been composed
and published before 1733. As well as quoting verse first published in Caleb
D'Anvers The Craftsman, this work also quotes Arragon ('Let none presume/To
wear an undeserved Dignity) from Act 2, Scene IX of Shakespeare's The Merchant of
Venice.
ESTC locates a single copy in the British Isles (Trinity College, Dublin) and three
elsewhere (Illinois, Newberry and NYPL).
ESTC N56087.
£ 450

65) [WARD, John]. De Ordine, Sive De venusta & eleganti tum vocabulorum, tum
membrorum sententiæ collocatione. His quædam adjiciuntur de vitiis ordinis: Item De
variis modis, quibus, pro verborum numero, ordo sententiae transponi potest.
Londini [i.e. London]. Apud R. Robinson, 1712. First edition.
8vo. v, [1], 7-39pp, [1]. Disbound. Foxed, damp-staining to title page, leaves shaved at
foot with occasional loss of catch-word.
The first edition of an essay on grammar and oratory commonly attributed to antiquary
John Ward (1678/9-1758). This, along with several other minor publications, led to
Ward's appointment in September 1720 as professor of rhetoric at Gresham College.
ESTC records copies at seven locations in the British Isles (Cambridge, Dr. Williams's,
Durham, Edinburgh, Manchester, NLS, and St. Andrews), and a further two in North
America (Columbia and Kansas).
ESTC N29075.
£ 150

AVOIDING SINNE AND HARLOTRIE
66) WEDDERBURN, John. [DALRYMPLE, David. Lord Hailes]. A specimen of a book,
intituled, ane compendious booke, of godly and spiritual sangs, collectit out of sundrie partes
of the scripture, with Sundrie of other Ballate changed out of prophane sanges, for avoyding
of sinne and harlotrie...
Edinburgh. Printed by W. Ruddiman, J. Richardson, and Company, 1765. First edition.
8vo in 4s. [2], 46pp. Printed on thick paper. Finely bound in later brown crushed halfmorocco, gilt, marbled boards, by Ramage. Slight fading to spine, else a fine copy. T.E.G,
others uncut, with original stab stitching holes visible to gutter margin. With manuscript
additions in a contemporary hand to E2-3 to five expurgated lines of text.
A finely bound copy of historian David Dalrymple's (1726-1792) eighteenth century
selection of sacred verse from the 1621 Andro Hart edition of Scottish poet John
Wedderburn's (c.1505-1553) sixteenth-century anti-Catholic balladry, which also benefits
from the addition of 'a glossary of Scotish words'. The manuscript annotations in this copy
return the somewhat lascivious comments relating to the sexual activities of the 'Frier', 'parish
Priest' and 'silly Nunnis' above printed expurgations.
It is supposed that Wedderburn's devotional versions of popular Scottish ballads describing
events of the 1540s, nevertheless heretical owing to their Protestant tilt, were originally issued
in broadside format. The author was convicted, forfeited his property to a younger brother
and fled to the continent, where he died in exile. His verse was celebrated after the Scottish
reformation, and it is no surprise that the first known collected edition of his ballads, Heir
follouis, ane compendeous buke, was printed in 1567 - the year in which the Catholic Mary Queen
of Scots abdicated in favour of her son, James VI.
ESTC T127755.

£ 500

67) [WESTMINSTER ELECTION]. At a meeting of the committee for
promoting the election of john horne tooke Esq. in the parish of st. james's
westminster; george knutton m. d. of st. james's square, in the chair...
[London]. [s.n.], [1796].
Dimensions 230 x 380 mm. Single leaf broadside. Lightly creased, dust-soiled,
some slight chipping to edges.
A remarkably rare broadside expressing thanks to Westminster electors for
supporting the radical (and ultimately losing) candidate John Horne Tooke
(1736-1812). Horne Tooke, recently released from the Tower having been
acquitted of charges of insurrection, campaigned against war, taxation,
economic depression, styling himself as a political martyr. He polled last of the
three candidates. In addition to asserting the headway made by the campaign in
promoting reform (despite the negative outcome), the broadside promotes a
dinner to be held in Horne Tooke's honour. One of the signatories, James
Moody, Horne Tooke's secretary and government spy, would in 1801 implicate
his former employee in harbouring conspirators involved in a plot to
assassinate George III.
ESTC locates a single copy (BL).
ESTC T22607.
£ 200

68) WHITBY, [Daniel]. Hysterai phrontides. Or, the Last thoughts of Dr.
whitby. Containing his Correction of several Passages in his Commentary on the
New Testament. To which are added, Five Discourses.
London. Printed for James and John Knapton, 1727. First edition.
8vo. [8], 182, [2], 16pp. First two words of title transliterated from the Greek. With a
final advertisement leaf and a 16pp publisher's advertisement catalogue not recorded
by ESTC. Disbound. Very occasional chipping to margins.
The first edition of a posthumously published collection of miscellaneous pieces on
Christian scripture by Church of England clergyman Daniel Whitby (1637/81726). The text is predominantly devoted to amendments of sections of his
Paraphrase and Commentary on the New Testament (1703), a popular work, regularly
reprinted, and considered a classic in the eighteenth-century.
ESTC T99916.
£ 100

69) WILTSHIRE ELECTION]. The poll for the Freeholders of Wiltshire,
for electing a knight of the shire, In the Room of Edward Popham, Esq; Taken
at Wilton, On the 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st of August, 1772. Henry
Penruddocke Wyndham, Esq; High-Sheriff. Candidates, Ambrose Goddard,
Esq; Henry Herbert, Esq.
Salisbury. Printed for, and Sold by E. Easton, 1772. First edition.
[2], 110pp. With a half-title. ESTC T180382.
[Bound with;] An alphabetical list, of the names of the persons Who polled for
knights of the shire for the county of Wilts, on the 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st of
August, 1772. Salisbury, Printed and Sold by E. Easton, [1772]. 52pp, [2] ads.
ESTC T122038.
Quarto. Handsomely bound by C. W. Rose in recent half morocco, marbled
boards, gilt, T.E.G., decorated endpapers. Very minor wear to extremities.
Sporadic browning, occasional ink annotations to margins and text,
sympathetic repair of tear to title of second work.
Tables of eligible electors and their respective votes for the Wiltshire county
poll of 1772 between candidates Ambrose Goddard and Henry Herbert. The
latter polled well on the August 18th opening, only to rapidly lose the majority
over the next four days as Goddard's supporters rolled in to secure superiority
of over two votes to one. When the poll closed it was said that Goddard had a
substantial number of voters left. Given that half of Herbert's supporters
polled on day one, when no oath had been taken, the likelihood is that
Goddard's victory was even more decisive than the final count suggests.
£ 300

70) [WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary]. NECKER, Jacques. Of the importance of religious
opinions. Translated from the French of Mr. Necker.
London. Printed for J. Johnson, 1788. First edition.
8vo. [8], xx, 458pp, [2]. With preliminary note by the translator, and terminal note by the author.
Contemporary polished calf, contrasting morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Rubbed and marked,
chipping to head and foot of spine, cracking to joints, with lower board holding on cords only.
Some marking to bottom edge. Small marginal hole to Ee5, bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst to
FEP and early ink inscription of 'Dr. White, York' to head of title.
The first English edition, translated by English philosopher Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), of
a significant justification of the centrality of religion and morality to the actions of the individual,
the community and the state as a whole by Jacques Necker (1732-1804) Swiss-born French
Protestant politician and finance minister to Louis XVI until the French Revolution.
The first of her four published translations into English and appearing only a year after her
Thoughts on the education of daughters (London, 1787) was issued, also by Joseph Johnson,
Wollstonecraft completed this work apparently on her own initiative after reading the French
original (also London, 1788). Critical rather than passive in execution, a translator's advertisement
notes that 'In rendering this Work into English, some liberties have been taken by the Translator,
which seemed necessary to Preserve the Spirit of the Original'; a contemporary review in Johnson's
Analytical Review, considered to be by Wollstonecraft herself, is similarly free with criticism of
Necker's original.
ESTC T91459. Windle B1a.

£ 1,500
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